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Abstract

Tills paper considers a class of stop-and-wait multicast retransmission schemes in which
a message is considered to be successfully transmitted when a predefined number of acknowl
edgements (less than the number of receivers) is received. These retransmission schemes can
be used for applications which need high throughput with an acceptable level of reliability.
Four different stop-and-wait retransmission schemes are presented and analytical expres
sions of throughput for each scheme are derived. Throughput comparisons are provided
through numerical examples.

1 Introduction

Various retransmission strategies proposed in the literature fall into one of two main categories:

stop-and-wait schemes and continuous schemes. The basic idea of a stop-and-wait scheme is to

ensure that each message has been received correctly before transmitting the next message. In

continuous schemes, up to a predefined number of messages can be sent by the transmitter with

out receiving an acknowledgement. Among the continuous schemes, a further distinction is made

between schemes where errored messages and all subsequent messages are retransmitted (such

as go-back-N), and schemes where only errored messages are retransmitted (such as selective

repeat). All variants of these error control schemes have been evaluated for point-to-multipoint

communication environments.

Calo and Easton [2] proposed a broadcast protocol for large file transfer in a satellite network.

The protocol is basically a stop-and-wait multidestination scheme. In their protocol, the file is

divided into blocks of uniform size and each block, in turn, is subdivided into N frames. The

transmitter sends all N frames and receivers respond with acknowledgement frames. The first

cycle of the block transfer ends when sufficient time has elapsed for all acknowledgment frames
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to reach the transmitter. The second cycle begins as the sender starts to retransmit those frames

not yet acknowledged by all receivers. When all frames have been acknowledged by all receivers,

the last cycle ends. Analytical expressions for the throughput were obtained for two special

cases: 1) the up-link is error free; 2) the acknowledgements are error free. For the general case,

upper and lower bounds are derived.

Mase ei ale [5] described a go-back-N scheme, termed "end-to-end error control scheme",

suitable for point-to-multipoint satellite communication by using a control message to indicate the

occurrence of retransmission to all of the receivers. They also presented a "tandem error control

scheme", where the up-link and the down-link use separate go-back-N error control schemes. The

idea is to decrease the round trip delay so that the system throughput can be increased. The

performance analysis is done by simulation except for the case of a single receiver.

Gopal and Jaffe [4] presented three different go-back-N protocols suitable for point-to

multipoint communication. In their work, the transmitter maintains ack-outstanding lists of

transmitted messages which contain the identity of all receivers from whom acknowledgements

are expected for those messages. The ack-outstanding lists are updated as new acknowledge

ments are received and when the ack-outstanding list is empty, the transmitter transmits the

next message. Otherwise it retransmits the message and all messages which follow it in the

transmission sequence. The three protocols, which are memoryless, limited memory and full

memory, differ in the way that they maintain and update the ack-outstanding lists. Analytic

expressions for the throughput of these three schemes are given. For the scheme that can achieve

the highest throughput, the full memory scheme, an embedded Markov chain is solved in order

to obtain the throughput. An exact solution is obtained only for the case of two receivers, and

an approximation solution is presented to solve the case of more than two receivers.

Wang and Silvester [6] proposed a scheme, in which the sender transmits multiple copies of

the same message to the receivers in order to maximize throughput. Using dynamic programming,

they found the optimal number of copies in terms of round-trip propagation delay, the error

probability and the number of receivers that have not yet received the message. In [7] the same

authors analyzed the delay performance of this scheme.

Ammar and Wu [1] proposed a scheme in which the set of destinations is split into disjoint

groups. The transmitter carries a separate conversation with each group. The conversations are

time multiplexed over a single channel. They derived expressions for the maximum throughput

achievable with their protocols. They also addressed issues on the optimal grouping of destina

tions in order to maximize throughput. Their results indicate that the destination set splitting

can improve the throughput of point-to-multipoint error control protocols, particularly if the

receivers' capabilities are not identical.

These reliable schemes guarantee both error free and ordered delivery of messages to all

participating receivers. However, their throughput can be substantially reduced when one (or
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more) of the participating receivers IS slower than the others. This can be due to network

congestion or limited buffer and/or processing at the receiver. Furthermore, it is possible that

some applications may not need acknowledgements all the time from all receivers. Rather,

they may need a high throughput with an acceptable level of reliability. In a view of these

consideration, in this paper, we propose a class of stop-and-wait multicast retransmission schemes

in which a message is considered to be correctly transmitted, when a predefined number of

acknowledgements are received. This predefined number of acknowledgements (hereafter referred

to as the A CK thresholcl) is less than the number of receivers. Thus, if there are R receivers and

the ACK threshold is k, k < R, the transmitter will assume that a message has been correctly

transmitted at the moment when it receives the k-th acknowledgement. When the ACK threshold

is set to the number of receivers, the error control scheme becomes fully reliable.

In the following section, we briefly describe our proposed retransmission schemes. In section

3, we develop analytical expressions of throughput for four different schemes applying order

statistics. Numerical examples are given in section 4. We conclude our work in section 5.

2 The Stop-and-wait Retransmission Schemes

We consider a system with one transmitter and R receivers. All data are transmitted in the

form of messages or clearly delimited blocks of information. A message may have an arbitrary

but bounded length. All messages have a sequence number (SN) which uniquely identifies the

messages. The sequence number field in a message is large enough to permit the detection of

duplicate message at the receiver. The round-trip delay is bounded. A message also contains an

error checking code which enables each receiver to detect transmission errors.

As in the go-back-N protocols by Gopal and Jaffe [4], and by Wang and Silvester [6], we define

the following schemes: (a) memoryless stop-and-wait scheme with single copy transmission (ML

S), (b) full-memory stop-and-wait scheme with single copy transmission (FM-S), (c) memoryless

stop-and-wait scheme with m-copy transmission (ML-M), and (d) full-memory stop-and-wait

scheme with m-copy transmission (FM-M). These schemes are explained below.

Operation of A Receiver

When a receiver receives a message, it first checks for errors. A message received in error IS

discarded. If an error-free message has a correct sequence number (the next or higher sequence

number of the previously accepted message), the message is accepted and acknowledged with the

sequence number of the received message and the identity of the receiver. If an error-free message

has the same sequence number as the previously accepted message, the message is acknowledged

and then discarded.
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Operation of A Tr-ansrnit t er

For each scheme, the transmitter operates differently. We first describe the functions that are

common to all schemes. The transmitter starts a timer immediately upon transmission of a

message. If the message is transmitted for the first time, the transmitter initializes an ac

knowledgement outstanding list (AOL) which contains the identity of all receivers from which an

acknowledgement for that message is expected.

The AOL is updated as error free acknowledgements are received. If a message is retransmit

ted, or m copies of the same message have been transmitted, the transmitter may receive more

than one ACK for a message from the same receiver. Upon receipt of the first error free ACK

from a receiver, that receiver is removed from the AOL. All subsequent error free ACKs for the

same message from the same receiver are discarded. When k (where k is the ACK threshold) re

ceivers are removed from the AOL, the transmitter assumes that the message has been correctly

transmitted and starts to transmit the next message. If the timer expires before k receivers are

removed from the AOL, the transmitter retransmits the message. In the memoryless schemes,

the transmitter reinitializes the AOL whenever it retransmits a message and acknowledgements

received after the timer expires are ignored. In the full-memory schemes, however, the AOL is

not reinitialized when a message is retransmitted. Rather, the AOL contains the identities of

those receivers which have not as yet acknowledged the message. In the single copy transmis

sion schemes, the transmitter transmits or retransmits a single copy of a message. In m-copy

transmission schemes, the transmitter transmits (or retransmits) m copies of the same message.

Figure 1 illustrates the memoryless and full-memory schemes with single copy transmission

for 3 receivers (R==3) and ACK threshold k==2. When message Ml is transmitted, both mem

oryless and full-memory schemes initialize the AOL to {1,2,3}, i.e., it contains the identity of

all receivers participating in the multicast. When the acknowledgement from receiver 1 (rl) is

received, the receiver is removed from the AOL and the new AOL is {2,3}. Since only one ac

knowledgement, which is less than the ACK threshold k == 2, is received within the timeout period

(T_out), the transmitter retransmits the same message MI. The memoryless scheme reinitializes

the AOL to {1,2,3}, whereas in the full-memory scheme the AOL {2,3} is not reinitialized and

it contains the receivers which have not as yet acknowledged. Figure 2 shows these two schemes

with m-copy transmission for R=3, k==2 and m==2, where m is the number of copies for the same

message. In this figure, both copies of Ml are acknowledged by receiver 1 (rl), but only the first

acknowledgement updates the AOL to {2,3}. Notice that if the first acknowledgement is lost in

transit, the second acknowledgement may update the AOL. In both figures, 'x' indicates that a

message (or an acknowledgement) is in error or it is lost.
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Figure 1: Single copy transmission schemes
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Figure 2: M-copy transmission schemes
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3 Throughput Analysis

The round-trip delay for a particular receiver is defined as the time interval elapsing from the

moment that the transmission of a message is started to the moment an acknowledgement from

the receiver is received. The round-trip delay, which includes delays such as message transmission

time, round-trip propagation delay, processing delays, and queuing delays, is assumed to follow an

arbitrary distribution. The round-trip delay for different receivers is independent and identically

distributed. We define the throughput 1]k as the ratio of the expected message transmission

time to the expected time required to successfully transmit a message (i.e., the expected time to

receive the k-th acknowledgement). Below, we first develop a basic model which is common to

all four schemes. Subsequently, we extend the analysis to model each of the four schemes.

3.1 The Basic Model

We start with the case in which the transmitter always receives all acknowledgements from all

receivers. Acknowledgements may be delayed, but they will eventually arrive at the transmitter

error free (i.e., the probability of receiving an acknowledgement error free is p==l). Let T; be the

round-trip delay for a message from the i-th receiver. We assume that all T, (1 ::; i ::; R), are

independent and identically distributed with a common distribution function F(t). Let

Tl be the smallest of T1 , T2 , • • • TR ,

T2 be the next larger of T1 , T2 , •• • TR ,

Tk is called the k-th order statistic for the class { Ti : 1 :::; i :::; R }. We want to determine the

distribution function Fk(t) == P{Tk ::; t}, that is the probability that k or more of the Ti's have

a value no greater than t. We may view this problem as a Bernoulli sequence of R trials. There

is a success in the i-th trial if and only if T, ::; t. Since P{Ti :S t} == F(t), we have

P{TJe < t}

P{k or more of the Ti lie in (O,t]}

t., R! . ,F(t/[l - F(t)]R-j
i=JeJ·(R-J).

The probability density function for 'rk can be obtained by taking the first derivative of Fk ( t)

(see Appendix A). We have

R! F(t)k-l f(t)[l _ F(t)]R-k,
(k - l)!(R - k)!
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where f(t) is the probability density function of F(t). Now we consider the case In which

acknowledgements may not be received. Let p (0 < P < 1) be the probability of receiving an

acknowledgement error free. The probability that the round-trip delay is no greater than t can

be expressed as

with p
with 1 - p

and the probability that exactly n acknowledgements are received is

P{ ACK . d} R! n( )R-nn s are receive == '(R _ )'p 1 - p ·n.. n .

Given that n acknowledgements have been received and assuming that n 2:: k, the round-trip

delay distribution for the k-th acknowledgement is

(3)

The probability of receiving k or more acknowledgements by time t can be derived as follows:

R R'
" ( ) · n ( )R-n~ Fk1n t n!(R _ n)!p 1 - P

R n , . . R'L L ., n . . ,F(t).7[l - F(t)r-.7, · ,pn(l _ n":
n=k j=k J.(n - J). n.(R - n).

R R'L'
r

•• , (PF(t)]i[l - pF(t)]R-i.
j=kJ·(R-J).

(4)

The detailed derivation of the above equation (4) can be found in Appendix D. The probability

density function can be obtained by taking the derivative of Fk(t) (see Appendix C). We have

fk(t) = R! (pF(t)]k-lpf(t)[l _ pF(t)]R-k.
(k - l)!(R - k)!

Note that if we set p==l in the above equation (5), we obtain equation (2).
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3.2 The memoryless scheme with single copy transmission (ML-S)

Since the acknowledgement outstanding list (AOL) is reinitialized upon retransmission of a mes

sage, the expected time Ek to receive the k-th acknowledgement within the timeout period To
IS

E [Tk ITk < To]

R [{TO ] R!E J
o

tjkln(tITk:S To)dt n!(R _ n)!pn(l - p)R-n

1 R! (TO [p k-l R-k
Fk(To ) (R - k)!(k _ 1)1 Jo t F(t)J pj(t)[l - pF(t)J dt. (6)

The detailed derivation of the final expression for the above equation (6) can be found in Ap

pendix D. The probability of receiving k or more acknowledgements within a timeout period is

Fk(To). Let Ps = Fk(To) and let I be the total time required to transmit a message successfully.

The successful transmission of a message follows a geometric distribution with parameter Ps.
Thus, we have

00

I 2:(1 - PS)i-1PS[(i - l)To + E Je]
i=l
1- r,

Ps To + e; (7)

If the average message transmission time is TF , then we can express the throughput 17k as follows:

TF
17k ==

PsEJe + (1 - Ps)To ·
(8)

The above ML-S scheme can be easily extended to the case where the system has several

disjoint receiver groups of same round-trip delay distribution. The analysis presented so far can

be considered as a special case where we have a single receiver group.

If there are 9 sets of disjoint receiver groups and each group i has ~ (I:f=l R; == R) receivers

and it requires an ACK threshold ki (1 S i :::; g). The round-trip delay for each group is

independent and identically distributed. The distribution function and the density function for

the round-trip delay in a group is given by Fi ( t) and !i( t) respectively, and the probability

of receiving an acknowledgement from a receiver for receiver group i is Pi. Since each group

requires a different ACK threshold ki , the transmitter can transmit a new message only when

acknowledgements from each group are not less than their ACK thresholds.

Let k (I:f=l ~ :S k :S R) be the total number of acknowledgements received until acknowl

edgements from each group satisfy their ACK thresholds. The round-trip delay distribution for
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the k-th acknowledgement can be expressed as

9 9

fic(t) == Lf~(t) II Fkj(t),
i= 1 j=1,ji=i

~,

fk;(t) = (k
i

_ l)!(R _ k;)! [P;F;(t)]k;-lpdi(t)[l - PiFi(t)]~-k; 1

(9)

Integrating the above probability density function (9) over t gives the probability of receiving k
or more acknowledgements for a message by time t. We have:

(10)

In this model, if the number of acknowledgements received from anyone group is less than its

ACK threshold, the transmission of a message is unsuccessful. The transmitter considers that a

message is successfully transmitted only when the number of acknowledgements received satisfy

their ACK thresholds. Thus, the probability of successful transmission is

(11)

The expected time to get the k-th acknowledgement is

(12)

Substituting equations (11) and (12) into equation (8), we have the throughput expression 17ic for

this model as follows:

(13)
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3.3 The full-memory scheme with single copy transmission (FM-S)

In the full memory scheme, a receiver is removed from the AOL upon the receipt of the first

acknowledgement. We derive the distribution function for the first acknowledgement (the min

imum round-trip delay distribution) received after a transmission of a message or subsequent

retransmissions. As before, we assume that the round-trip delay follows an arbitrary probability

density function f( t) 2: 0 if t ~ o. We define the following probability density functions;

91(t) f( t)

92(t) f(t - To)

9i(t) f(t - (i - l)To )

where 9i(t) is the probability density function of the round-trip delay for the (i-l)st retransmis

sion shifted by (i-l)To . The probability density function for the first acknowledgement can be

obtained as follows. Before the first timeout period expires, the transmitter expects only one

acknowledgement from each receiver. Hence, the probability density function of the time to re

ceive the first acknowledgement from a particular receiver is 91(t) which is the original round-trip

delay distribution function. If an acknowledgement is not received until the timer expires, the

transmitter retransmits the same message. In the time interval To :S t < 2To, two acknowl

edgements are outstanding and the probability density function for the first acknowledgement

IS

91(t)100

92(X)dx + 92(t)100

91(X)dx.

If the transmitter has not received any acknowledgements by 2To, the transmitter retransmits

the same message again, thus the probability density function for the first acknowledgement in

the time interval 2To ::; t < 3To is

91(t)100

92(X)dx100

93(X)dx + 92(t)100

91(X)dx100

93(X)dx + 93(t)100

91(X)dx100

92(X)dx.

Putting these together, we have the following probability density function for the first acknowl

edgement from a particular receiver:

91(t) 0 :S t < To
91(t)G2(t) + 92(t)G1(t) To:S t < 2To

n n

I:9i(t) II Gj(t)
i=l j=l,i-:f:.i

10
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fCC> t

where it 9i(X)dx = 1 - fa 9i(X)dx = Gi(t). The probability distribution (cumulative) function

p·(t) can be obtained by integrating the above r(t) up to time t. The probability density

function for the k-th AOL update, i.e., fk(t) can be obtained by replacing r(t) and p·(t) with

f(t) and P(t) in equation (5). The expected time to receive the k-th acknowledgement is

EZ = 1CX> tf;(t)dt

and the expression for the throughput TlZ is

•TIl<

3.4 The memoryless scheme with m-copy transmission (ML-M)

(15)

(16)

In this scheme, m copies of a message are transmitted sequentially within a timeout period. As

before, we assume that the round-trip delay follows an arbitrary probability density function

f(t), where f(t) 2: 0 if t 2: o. Define the following probability density functions:

hl(t) f(t)

h2(t ) f(t-TF )

where hi(t) is the probability density function of the round-trip delay for the i-th transmission

(or (i-l)-th retransmission) of a message. Although m copies of a message are transmitted

within a timeout period, the transmitter removes receivers in the AOL upon receipt of the first

acknowledgements of the message from each receiver. The probability density function for the

first acknowledgement from a particular receiver is

b, (t) o ::; t < TF

hl(t)H2(t) + h2(t)H1(t) TF ::; t < 2TF

j(t) (17)
Tn Tn

~ hi(t) IT H j (t) (m-l)TF::;t
i=l j=l,j#i

where lCX> hi(x)dx = 1 - fat hi(x)dx = Hi(t). The proba~~lity dist~ibution .(cumulative) fu~ction
Fm(t) can be obtained by integrating the above probability density function (17) up to time t.
Replacing fm(t) and Fm(t) with f(t) and F(t) in equations (5), (6) and (7), we obtain

m
1]k Ps Er + (1 - Ps)To .

11
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3.5 The full-memory scheme with m-copy transmission (FM-M)

This scheme combines the m-copy transmission and the full-memory scheme. Using the probabil

ity density function derived in section 3.4, we define the following probability density functions:

q1 ( t ) fTn (t )

q2 (t ) i" (t - To)

q3(t) fm(t - 2To )

qi(t) j(t-(i-l)To )

where qi(t) is the probability density function of the round-trip delay for the (i-l)-st retransmis

sion shifted by (i-l)To . The probability density function for the first acknowledgement is:

ql(t ) 0 :::; t < To
ql(t)Q2(t) + q2(t)Ql(t) To:::; t < 2To

f*( t) n n

Lqi(t) II Qj(t)
i=l j=l,j,ti

(n - l)To ~ t < »Tc
(19)

where 100

qi(x)dx = 1 - it qi(x)dx = Qi(t). The probability distribution (cumulative) function

F*(t) c;n be obtained by i~tegrating the above probability density function (19) up to time t. As

in section 3.3, replacing f*(t) and F*(t) with f(t) and F(t) in equations (5), we can obtain the

probability density function for the k-th acknowledgement fZ(t). The expected time to receive

the k-th acknowledgement is

EZ = Ia= tf;(t)dt,

and the expression for the throughput 17k is

*17k

12
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4 Numerical Examples

In this section, we give plots of the throughput of the retransmission schemes for different cases.

We assume the average message transmission time TF==l and that the total number of receivers

R==50. Three arbitrary probability distribution functions, an exponential, a 2-phase Erlang and

a 2-phase Coxian, are chosen to represent the round trip delay. Parameters for these three

distributions are: JL==O.4 for the 2-stage Erlang, JLl ==0.5, JL2==O.Ol and a==O.03 for the 2-phase

Coxian, and ,u==O.2 for the exponential distribution. All three distribution have the same mean

of 5. The squared coefficient of variation C 2 is 0.5 and 23.8 for the 2-phase Erlang and the

2-phase Coxian respectively. These three distributions were shifted in time in order to account

for fixed time components such as round-trip propagation delay, the minimum processing delay,

and the minimum time to transmit a message. The fixed (shifted) time s is assumed to be 1.5

for all three distributions. Accordingly, the three shifted distributions have a mean of 6.5 and

the squared coefficient of variation C1;rp == 0.6, C1.,.l == 0.3 and C~o:z: == 14.

Figures 3 to 5 give the throughput of each of the four schemes assuming that the round-trip

delay follows the above shifted exponential distribution, and that the probability of receiving

an acknowledgement from a particular receiver p==0.99. This corresponds to the bit error rate

BER =:: 10-5 for 1,000 bit message and BER ~ 10-6 for 10,000 bit message.

Figure 3 gives the throughput of each of the four schemes in terms of the timeout period To.

The ACK threshold k is set to 45 (i.e., 90% of the total acknowledgements). For both ML-M

and FM-M schemes, three copies of the same message (m==3) are transmitted or retransmitted

continuously within a timeout period. When the timeout period is 1 (same as the message trans

mission time TF ) , both FM-S and FM-M schemes achieves the same maximum throughput of

0.1757. FM-M maintains a maximum throughput until the timeout period is 3TF . In FM-M,

if To ::; mTF , the same message is continuously transmitted until the k-th acknowledgement is

received. When the timeout period is greater than mTF , there exists channel idle time between

retransmissions, thus the throughput of the full memory schemes (FM-M and FM-S) decreases.

The throughput of the rnemoryless schemes (ML-M and ML-S), however, increases because the

probability of a successful transmission (i.e., the probability of receiving k or more acknowledge

ments) in a timeout period increases. When the timeout period is greater than 9, the m-copy

schemes (ML-M and FM-M) have the same throughput, and when the timeout period is greater

than 20, the single copy schemes (FM-S and ML-S) have the same throughput. Further increase

of the timeout period over 9 and 20 respectively has very little impact on the throughput due to

tradeoffs between the probability of successful transmission and the channel idle time. We note

that the m-copy schemes always perform better over single copy schemes.

Figure 4 shows the throughput of all four schemes in terms of the ACK threshold k. The

timeout period is set to To=13.5. This specific timeout period is the 90th percentile of the
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probability distribution function of the time required to receive an acknowledgement from a par

ticular receiver (i.e., 0.9:=p[1-exp(-JL(To - 09)], where p==0.99, 8==1.5 and JL==0.2). As before, both

ML-M and FM-M schemes transmit 3 copies (m==3) of the same message at each timeout period.

When the ACK threshold is less than 6, all four schemes have the same throughput. Here, the

probability of receiving the k-th acknowledgement from the first transmission of a message or the

transmission of the first copy of a message is high. Notice that the maximum throughput achiev

able with this round-trip delay distribution is 1/09==0.667. As the ACK threshold increases, the

m-copy schemes (ML-M and FM-M) have better throughput. As the ACK threshold approaches

to R (total number of receivers), the throughput of ML-S is sharply dropped. This is because

the probability of receiving the k-th acknowledgement within a timeout period is very low.

Figure 5 shows the throughput of the m-copy schemes in terms of the number of copies m.

The timeout period is set to To == 13.5, the ACK threshold k==45, and the probability of receiving

an acknowledgement p==O.99. As the number of copies increases, the throughput is improved.

For this example, if more than 4 copies are transmitted, no further performance gain is observed.

In Figure 6, we plot the throughput of ML-S for the three shifted round-trip probability

density functions described at the beginning of this section. For each distribution, the timeout

period was fixed to the 90th percentile as in the case of Figure 4. The mass in the 2-phase

Coxian distribution is mostly concentrated toward zero, which explains why it has the high

est throughput. As the ACK threshold increases, however, the tail probabilities dominate the

throughput.

Figures 7 and 8 give the throughput of ML-S and ML-M in terms of the timeout period

(To) for the three shifted round-trip delay distributions. When the probability of receiving

an acknowledgement p is reduced from 0.99 to 0.9, the m-copy scheme still maintains higher

throughput than the single copy scheme. Figure 9 shows the throughput of the ML-M scheme

in terms of the number of copies (m) for the three shifted round-trip delay distributions.

5 Conclusions

We obtained analytic expressions for the throughput of several stop-and-wait retransmission

schemes for k-reliable multicast. The analytical expressions were derived in terms of the timeout

period, the acknowledgement threshold and the probability of receiving an acknowledgement.

The full-memory schemes perform better over memoryless schemes for both high ACK

threshold and short timeout period. The m-copy retransmission schemes give higher through

put performance. The number of copies per transmission that optimizes throughput, may vary

depending on the round-trip delay distribution.
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Appendix A

The probability density function for Tit can be obtained by taking the derivative of Fk(t). We

have

d
dtFk(t)

R R'=:L .' . F(t)(i-l) f(t)(l - F(t))(R-i)
j=k (R - ) )!() - 1)!

R R'- I: . . . F(t)i f(t)(l - F(t))(R-i- 1
)

j=k (R -) - 1)!)!

= R! F(t)(k-l) f(t)(l _ F(t))(R-k)
(R - k)!(k - I)!

_ R! F(tl f(t)(1- F(t))(R-k-l)
(R - k - l)!k!

+ R! F(t)kf(t)(l _ F(t))(R-k-l)
(R - k - l)!(k)!

_ R!. F(t)(k+l) f(t)(l _ F(t))(R-k-2)
(R-k-2)!)!
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Appendix B

R'+ (R _·l)!F(t)(R-l)f(t)(l- F(t))O

R! F(t)(k-l)f(t)(l- F(t))(R-i).
(R - k)!(k - I)!

(22)

The probability density function can be also obtained by applying the multinomial law [8]. For a

given distribution, R observations are drawn at random from the distribution and then ordered

by size so that IJc represents the k-th largest value. Then, the probability that Ik will lie between

t and t + dt can be obtained by considering the general multinomial law. We want to obtain the

probability that, when picking R variates at random from the given distribution, the variates fall

(k - 1) times in the interval (0, t), once in (t, t + dt) and (R - k) times in (t +dt, 00). Substituting

the corresponding probabilities in the multinomial, we have

( ) R~ )' [ rt f(t)dt]k-l f(t)dt[l°O f(t)dt]R-k
k - 1 !1! R - k . Jo t

R! F(t)k-l f(t)dt[l _ F(t)]R-k.
(k - l)!(R - k)!

Thus, we have

Appendix C

R! F(t)k-l f(t)[l _ F(t)]R-k.
(k - l)!(R - k)!

(23)

The probability distribution function Fk(t) can be obtained by integrating the probability density

function fk(t). We have

Fk(t) = 1t

fk(r)dr

= rt
R! F(r)k-lf(r)(l- F(r))R-kdr

Jo (k - l)!(R - k)!

[
R! F(r)k(l_F(r))R-kl

t

k!(R - k)! 0

+ t' R! F(r)kf(r)(l- F(r))R-k-1dr
Jo (R-k-l)!

= [ R! F(r)k(l _ F(r))R-k] t

k!(R - k)! 0

[
R! F(r)k+l(l- F(r))R-k-l]t

+ (k+l)!(R-k-l)! °
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~ R! ·1 R .
== !---' (R _ ")'(" _ l),F(t)J- f(t)(l - F(t)) -J.

J=k J . J ·

Appendix D

The probability of receiving k ACKs for a message can be derived as

(24)

R R'
F1c (t ) = EF1c1n(t) n!(R ~ n)!pn(1- p)R-n

R n n! " . R'- E~ j!(n _ j)!F(t)J[l - F(t)t-Jn!(R ~ n)!pn(1- p)R-n

~~ n! R! . . R
- ~~ j!(n _ j)! n!(R _ n)!F(t)J[l - F(t)r-

Jpn(1- p) -n

R R' R (R - ")'- L 01 • 0 , [PF(t)]i L 0 1 J 0 1[p - pF(t)r-i(l - p)R-i-(n-i)
j=k J.(R - J). n=j (n - J ).(R - n).

R R' R-j (R _ ")'
- L °1(R ~ 0)1 [PF(t)]i L [I(R _ oj_ol)' [p - pF(t)f(l - p)R-i-1

j=k J · J · l=O· J .

R R'
- ~ j!(R ~ j)! [PF(t)]i[l - pF(t)]R-i o (25)

Appendix E

The expected time to receive the k-th ACK can be expressed by the following conditional expec

tion. We have

Ek - E[rklrk::; To]

-E[l T O

tfkln(tlr1c < To)dt] n!(RR~ n)!pn(1- p)R-n

_t [ 1 (TO t n! F(t)1c-l f(t)[l - F(t)t- 1c dt j x
n=1c F1c(To ) Jo (k-1)!(n-k)!

[n!(RR~ n)!pn(1- p)R-n] 0

- [Fk(~o)(R _ k~~k -I)! l To

tF(tl-1!(t)l] x
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[

R (R - k)' ]L · [p - pF(t)]n-k(l - p)R-k-(n-k)dt
n=k (n - k)!(R - n)!

[
1 R! (TO k 1 k]

Fk(To ) (R - k)!(k - 1)! Jo tF(t) - j(t)p X

[~ (R - k)! [p I R-k-l]
~ l!(R - 1_ k)! - pF(t)] (1- p) dt

1 R' (TO
Fk(To ) (R - k)!(k - I)! Jo t[pF(t)]k-lpj(t)[l - pF(t)]R-kdt.
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